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We would like to begin by acknowledging that the land on which we
gather is the traditional unceded territory of Wolastoqiyik. This
territory is covered by the Treaties of Peace and Friendship which the
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signed with the British Crown in 1725. The treaties did not deal with
surrender of lands and resources but in fact recognized Wolastoqey
(Maliseet), Miʼkmaq, and Passamaquoddy title and established the
rules for what was to be an ongoing relationship between nations.
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A CANYON CONTAINED
By Jena McLean
July 20th-23rd | 7:30PM Nightly | Open Space Theatre
Natasha MacLellen
Naomi McGowan
Trent Logan
Armin Panjwani

Director
Assistant Director
Technical Director
Stage Manager

Cast
Regan
Jessica

Megan Murphy
Lara Lewis

Writer’s Note
When I started writing this play in 2018, I had no idea why. It was an exercise for class and I ﬁgured
if nothing else came of it, I’d ﬁnish the script with an increased understanding of form and a clearer
handle on writing sibling dynamics. But surprise, a play is never really done and I’ve continuously
been drawn back to these sisters. Four years later, I am still learning about them, their story and
myself, including why I wrote it in the ﬁrst place.
So here are some of my new lessons: I wrote this play for my friends. To celebrate and scoff at our
high school selves who had no clue what was going on, and our university selves who pretended
they did. I wrote this play because I felt a gap in how big conversations played out in real life versus
onstage. I wanted to try to hold theatrical space for the nuance that a conversation around consent
required; I wanted these characters to face the kind of questions that we ask ourselves but can’t
answer. And as I learned with Natasha when rehearsals started, I wrote this play to unpack how
complicated and incongruous it can feel to care for others and be cared for in return.
A Canyon Contained is only what it is today because of the other artists who have touched it. Erin
Shields and Andrea Romaldi. Salem Currie. Anyone who ever read these words out loud and
tripped over my run-on sentences. Rob Kempson. Sharisse Lebrun. My dear friends Megan, Erica
and Bethany. And now this team. I am so grateful for every ounce of focus and care that has been
poured into this play. God, cheesy.

Director’s Note
It's always a pleasure to work on a new script, and for me the pleasure is even more intense
when the new play deals with big issues and controversial opinions. Stories about sisters are
especially dear to my heart, as I cherish both of mine. I spent the ﬁrst decade of my theatre
career creating and performing plays that had social justice aspirations-- Forum Theatre pieces
with health care practitioners about Delivering Difﬁcult News or YMCA Youth Settlement workers
and the difﬁculties immigrants face or anti-bullying pieces for elementary students. The challenge
is always how to make the play about the people, not the issue. No one play can right the
wrongs in our society, certainly, but like most idealists, I believe discourse can. It's my hope that
every play I work on sparks discourse and debate. I never aim to please everyone. I aim for
discourse.
A Canyon Contained is about two sisters having an unexpectedly intense conversation. In a car. It
deals with sexual assault, and misogyny. It also deals with loneliness, sister dynamics, ﬁrst love,
popular culture, sibling rivalry and there are some strong opinions thrown around about what
constitutes good food. It's funny. It's serious. It's light. It's intense. It's familiar. I hope you talk
about it with others. I hope you disagree about it. I hope that encourages you to keep talking.

The NotaBle Acts Summer Theatre Festival and the work of Bard in the
Barracks are made possible in large part through the ﬁnancial support of
the Alvin J. Shaw Trust Fund, UNB. This fund was endowed by Alvin
Shaw (1921-1992): Spanish professor at UNB, long time director of the
UNB Drama Society, mentor and inspiration to many of the leading
ﬁgures in Fredericton’s theatre scene from the 50s through the 80s, cofounder of Theatre Fredericton, supporting member of Theatre New
Brunswick, and all- round patron of the arts. We wish to acknowledge
and salute his memory and his generosity.

ACTING OUT:
TWO ONE ACT PLAYS

July 28th-30th | 7:30PM Nightly | Memorial Hall, UNB

MURDER MONDAYS
By Julianne Richard

Jake Martin
Matthew Heiti
Makenzie Hinchey

Director
Dramaturge
Technical Director/Stage Manager

Cast
Missy
Eleanora/Mrs. Knockater
Samson/Constantine
Geoffrey/Phineas

Rose Messenger
Brenna Gauthier
Alex Fullerton
Jason McIntyre

Writer’s Note
I grew up on a steady diet of Agatha Christie mysteries (David Suchet’s Poirot has clocked a particularly
large amount of watch time). Perhaps because of this, I developed an early appreciation for the cozy
mystery genre. Last year, when I sat down to write this play, I took all that I had learned from Agatha
Christie and challenged myself to puzzle out an exceedingly complex plot of my own. However, the more I
wrote, the more that I felt the itch to also write a comedy. Something fast-talking, full of wordplay, puns,
and silly, drawn-out jokes. It was an escape. Murder Mondays has come a long way in the last year. I’ve
heard people compare it to Agatha Christie, Tom Stoppard, Fleabag, Knives Out, Only Murders in the
Building, and perhaps my favourite comparison so far, Gilmore Girls. In truth, Murder Mondays is a little bit
of all of these things. It is a mosaic of stories that I love, tropes that make me grin, and inspiration from
writers who strive to entertain, inspire, comment, and amuse. It’s a celebration of the whodunit, and a
chance to play with all of the clichés, all at the same time.
I want to send out a massive thanks to Jake, Rose, Jason, Brenna, Alex, and the NotaBle Acts crew for
bringing these words to life with humour, talent, and care. Also thanks to my family, Len, Matt, and a small
army of playwriting students for their feedback and encouragement. I wouldn’t have gotten past the ﬁrst
draft if I didn’t have so much support in my corner. At the end of the day, I hope this play makes you laugh.
The world is heavy, but stories can be silly. I’m trying to remember that, and I hope you will too.

Director’s Note
Murder Mondays has been a real treat to direct. We’ve been theatre-starved over the course of the
pandemic, and what better way to get back into the spirit than a throwback tribute to a classic genre - the
whodunnit. Julianne has written a fun and clever script with plenty of twists and turns to keep the audience
guessing as the action of the play unfurls. Mystery lovers and thriller novices alike will notice nods to lots of
murder mystery staples (the doubling of parts is a personal favourite.)
The cast has been a blast to work with and we have had a great time poking and prodding everyone’s alibis
and motivations. I want to recreate that universal experience of standing in the drawing room of a rich dead
person’s mansion and accusing your closest friends of murder. We’ve all been there. Place your bets now on
who you think the killer is! And enjoy the show.

I HOPE YOU CAN
SEE THE BIRDS
By Kaitlyn Adair

Alex Rioux
Matthew Heiti
David Dairo-Singerr

Director
Dramaturge
Technical Director/Stage Manager

Cast
Bryan
Kaitlyn
Ferne
Hummingbird/Doctor
Nurse

John Macaulay
Dani Brun
Julie McDonald
Circe Cain
Devin Rockwell

Writer’s Note
I Hope You Can See the Birds is a visual love letter. I began writing this play 2 years ago after a similar
experience with my grandfather, Bryan. His near death experience shook me in profound ways. I was
inundated with images of this mystical humming bird of death ﬂying around his bedside. I imagined this
creature whose goal was to guide and provide comfort in the last hours of life. I thought about his time spent
counting the blinks of the smoke detector to pass the time. I wondered what he was thinking about and
what he and my mother discussed on their visits. Covid didn’t give us much but because of it we were only
allowed to visit one at a time. No large family gathering at the bedside with much left unsaid. I thought about
this play that explored these questions from a place of intergenerational love.

Thank you to Alex Rioux and the cast for bringing this piece to life and meeting the challenges of it head
on. Thank you to NotaBle Acts for showcasing this piece that means the world to me. Finally, thank you to
my family for allowing me to write such a personal piece from their shared stories. To my mom for being
my rock. To my ﬁancé for showing up for the best and worst of times with unconditional love. To my
grandfather for being a constant source of support and inspiration. If I’m gonna be little anything I’m
happy to be little Bryan.

Director’s Note
The ﬁrst thing that stood out to me when I ﬁrst glanced through I Hope You Can See the Birds was simply
how relatable it was. Many of us know what it’s like to lose a loved one, or come close to it, and Kaitlyn
captured all those emotions in such a precise and honest manner. It was clear from the beginning that I
was tasked with piecing together a very important play.
COVID-19 has made us reshape how we live our daily lives and has also reminded us how quickly our
whole world can change in what feels like the blink of an eye. This is felt by no one more fully than Bryan
in our show. The isolation, the distance from his family, and the ever-constant reminder that death is
looming right around the corner. These are all anxieties brought about by the pandemic, but something
that this story uses to bring us out of all that fear is the promise that no matter how far we might feel from
the people we love they will always be there to love, support, and ﬁght for us. This is the message that I
hope everyone takes away tonight.
I count myself very lucky to have a cast of incredibly talented actors, all of varying experiences, to bring
this show to life and understand how important this body of work is. This work wouldn’t be the same
without the dedication and care they have brought to these characters. I want people to fall in love with
these characters, and get annoyed by them, and get frustrated with them, and fall in love with them all
over again, because that’s what family is, and family is the heart of this play. Thank you, Kaitlyn, John,
Julie, Circe, Dani, Devin, David, and everyone who had a hand in bringing this story to a stage. From the
bottom of my heart, thank you and enjoy the show.

TAKING IT TO THE STREETS:
FOUR TEN-MINUTE PLAYS

July 24th-27th | 7:30PM Nightly | Beaverbrook Art Gallery Courtyard

#MOMLIFE
By Sandra Kell

Director
Dramaturge
Technical Direction/Crew

Emily Darling
Lara Lewis
Finnley Boehm, Josh Burke

Cast
Jackie
Dave
Cameron
Elder James

Al Newling
Adrian Saliendra
Hailey Trifts
Gray Miller

Writer’s Note
They say you should “write what you know.” Well, as a mother of three, there is nothing I know better than
the perils of keeping your kids in bed. Countless difﬁcult bedtimes may have all seemed unfortunate at the
time, but they are what gave me the inspiration I needed for a script-writing assignment that eventually
became the ﬁrst draft of #Momlife. While the script has since seen many revisions, it has always remained
true to the initial message: even in the most exhausting parenting situations, there is usually some humour
to be found. It might be hard to see the funny side at ﬁrst, but just give it a few weeks (or years…)
I’m not going to lie, when my play was selected for NotaBle Acts, the imposter syndrome was strong, and
I wasn’t sure I should accept. I am so grateful that my family pushed me to follow through though,
because this has been such an amazing experience. Watching Emily skillfully direct my script has been so
cool, and I am beyond lucky to have Al, Gray, Adrian and Hailey be the ﬁrst to bring it to life with their crazy
talent. Thank you to the ﬁve them, along with Lara for all the guidance and to Len, without whom #Momlife
literally wouldn’t exist. The biggest thank you of all goes to my husband and family. Your support means
everything to me and I am so grateful. I hope you all enjoy the play and thanks for coming!

CHICKEN MAN
By Mary Walker

Director
Dramaturge
Technical Direction/Crew

Julianne Richard
Lara Lewis
Finnley Boehm, Josh Burke

Cast
Harriet
Tootsie
Dumfries
The Mysterious Voice

Madeline Savoie
Ben McIntosh
Emily Darling
Alex Pannier

Writer’s Note
So I had to write a ten-minute script for my playwriting course, and what I really wanted was to write a
psychological thriller. Absolutely nothing was coming to me, then my partner dared me to write it about
chickens.
Now, I happen to have some understanding of chicken society, meaning that I grew up with chickens as
family pets. And if there was one thing I knew after years of watching these birds, it was that gravity loves
them. If you’ve seen a chicken try to ﬂy you’ll understand what I mean. A chicken will ﬂap haphazardly in
the air for a couple seconds (you better hope you’re not in the way) before they come back to the ground,
usually crashing. You kind of feel bad for them, but it’s also kind of funny. It was this phenomenon which
hatched the idea for Chicken Man, a story about a chick who wants to ﬂy like a famed TV superhero of the
same name.
I don’t want to spoil anything, so it’s straight to thank you’s. Thank you Julianne, for taking this script and
ﬂying with it. A superhero script is helped out a lot by having a superdirector. Thank you Finn, for expertly
handling all of the very unusual prop and costume requests. Thank you Madeline, Ben, Emily and Alex for
your unwavering commitment to playing chickens, and reminding me that I love theatre most when it is
playful. Thank you Lara, for helping me tie together the loose ends of this chaotic story. Thank you Len, for
bugging me to ﬁnally submit the script to the playwriting contest. Thank you Mustard, Custard, Flustered,
Henny Penny, Carmenetta and the many others who directly inspired the characters for this play. And of
course, thank you to Devin for everything else. Enjoy the show!

TO DIG OR NOT TO DIG
By Julianne Richard

Armin Panjwani
Louis Anthony Bryan
Finnley Boehm, Josh Burke

Director
Dramaturge
Technical Direction/Crew

Cast
Rebecca Chasse
Adrian Saliendra

Margaret
Oswald

Writer’s Note
To Dig or Not to Dig is not a long play, but it took a long time to write, and it came about largely by
accident. Some background? I am the only non-scientist in a family of brilliant scientists. Much of my
childhood was spent in the ﬁeld, and one of my ﬁrst jobs was doing extremely repetitive work in a biology
lab (I can proudly say that I have processed hundreds of invertebrate samples that were collected in dollar
store loofahs, thank you very much). Surrounded by these experiences, I’ve long been intrigued by the
question of whether it is better to be passionate or disciplined. So, that’s the fancy answer, and I could
easily stick with that, but mostly this play came about because I found out that rock-licking is a very real
thing. And I like dinosaurs. And I’m fond of scientists. And I wonder if it is better to be passionate or
disciplined. Thanks to Armin, Rebecca, Adrian, and the rest of the NotaBle Acts crew for bringing this story
to life, and to the many folks who read it and offered feedback along the way. Inspiration can come from
many places; when you dig around, who knows what you’ll ﬁnd?

KEEPING TABS
By Brandon Hicks

Director
Dramaturge
Technical Direction/Crew

Jane Deil
Louis Anthony Bryan
Finnley Boehm, Josh Burke

Continued on next page

Cast
Diana Chávez
Kaylee MacNeil
Alex Pannier

Allie
Nina
Computer

Writer’s Note
The past two years have been pretty lonely—have you noticed? I wouldn’t blame you if you haven’t.
Despite all of the social distancing, the self-isolating and the cancelled plans, most of us have been able
to stay connected, or at least feel like we have been, thanks to the miracle of the internet. All our friends,
family, co-workers and even romantic partners have all been conveniently stored on a single device. The
necessary precautions taken during the pandemic have made it so that this doesn’t even feel strange to
us anymore. Hopefully, this play is successful in making it weird again.

STREET SCENES:
SITE SPECIFIC PLAYS

July 24th-27th | 8:30PM Nightly | Beaverbrook Art Gallery Courtyard

HISTORICAL WALKING TOUR/WHERE WE
GO ONE, WE GO ALL
By Gillian Salmon
Sydney Hallett
Louis Anthony Bryan
Finnley Boehm

Director
Dramaturge
Technical Direction/Crew

Cast
Brent
Andrea/Vanessa
Brenna
Shelley/Kendall

Thomas Johansen
Diana Chávez
Al Newling
Mallory Kelly
Continued on next page

Writer’s Note
This is my ﬁrst time submitting anything to anything and I’m so humbled and proud that my little
sketches have been accepted to such a well-established festival. Historical Walking Tour reﬂects on
how some historical events are showcased where things “used to be” in city tours globally and how
sometimes a lot of visualization needs to be used to “remember” what may have happened in
locations. Where We Go One, We Go All demonstrates the conspirituality trends in the world of yoga
and wellness practitioners and inﬂuencers and how the lines between these worlds have become even
more blurry through the course of the pandemic. Seeing these two sketches come to life with an open
minded director and talented actors, and using Fredericton as a backdrop, has been a surreal
experience for me, having written largely for a virtual medium over the past few years. I’m so pleased
to have my weird little sketch comedy pieces as part of the breadth that theatre can be

A TOAST TO HAPPINESS
By Sana Hashmat

Scott Harris
Matthew Heiti
Finnley Boehm

Director
Dramaturge
Technical Direction/Crew

Cast
Groom
Best Man

Scott Harris
Brennan Garnett

Writer’s Note
Happiness is something that humans have an innate inclination to. You don’t actively think of
happiness but it’s still there, acted upon and experienced. In this play, I wanted a dialogue to be, not
only observed, but felt between what is arguably the most happiest point in people’s lives (being united
with the one they love). We have reservations, doubts, fears, about happiness and this play is only one
of many mediums to talk about them. The Best Man delivers his send off to the Groom with a toast
and this play is just that toast to happiness, just as a father walking his daughter down the aisle is.
Happiness juxtaposed with different emotions and uncertainties.

ABOUT US
Kaitlyn Adair is a Fredericton based writer, director and performer. She has written several short ﬁlms
including Oculus, Together We Move, and March 2.4 which won Excellence in screenwriting at the Silver
Wave Film Festival. I Hope you Can See the Birds is her ﬁrst project as a playwright which was hatched
during the NotaBle Acts Incubator program and had a showcase reading at the Fall Festival of New Plays
with Theatre New Brunswick in 2021. Kaitlyn has a love of surrealism and highlighting underrepresented
voices in the visual arts.
Finnley Boehm (he/him) is a UNB student originating from Waterloo, Ontario. He is currently pursuing a
double major in Drama and Media Arts & Cultures. Most recently, he assisted with set construction for
Middletown (TUNB), was the assistant stage manager for The Ends of the Earth (TUNB) and worked crew
for this year’s Bard in the Barracks productions. This is Finn’s ﬁrst summer working crew for NotaBle Acts
and he hopes that you enjoy all the amazing shows!
Dani Brun is a Fredericton based theatre artist who was last seen in Next Folding Theatre Company's
Snakes are Cool! She feels incredibly lucky to have appeared in many productions around the city with Bard
in the Barracks, Theatre Free Radical, NotaBle Acts, and Theatre UNB. While she can usually be found on
stage, Dani has also stage managed a number of productions in New Brunswick and Toronto with Theatre
Free Radical, Don't Look Down, and Falling Iguana
Louis Anthony Bryan (he/him) is a Fredericton-based theatre artist, stand-up comedian, performer, and
educator from Trinidad and Tobago. An active and contributing member in the arts, Anthony has been
involved with many local theatre and ﬁlm companies, including NotaBle Acts, TNB Young Company, and The
St Thomas Early English Drama Society. He has also acted in short ﬁlms with Rebel Femme Productions and
Strike Pictures. Anthony hosts stand-up comedy at open mics throughout New Brunswick and local arts
events: including Flourish and Shivering Songs. For the past three years, he has taught at Theatre New
Brunswick, hosting their Young Playwrights program, an after-school program dedicated to introducing
secondary school students to the fundamentals of scriptwriting.
Joshua Burke is going into his 5th year as a Theatre/Computer Science student at UNB. Some of his
recent credits include acting as the technical director and stage manager for TUNB's Tough!, assistant
technical director for TUNB's Metamorphoses, and Stage Manager for Bard in the Barracks’ production of
Julius Caesar. He hopes you all enjoy the shows!
Diana Chávez (she/her) is a theatre-enthusiast and writer who is excited about performing at this year’s
NotaBle Acts Theatre Festival. This is Diana’s second time at NB Acts, where she will be performing in
Keeping Tabs, Historical Walking Tour, Where We Go One, We Go All and reading for Here Without You.
Diana’s past work in NB Acts includes The Hoard and The Plucking Dark Ages. Diana would like to thank her
directors and fellow actors for this enriching collaborative experience. If you know of any upcoming acting
opportunities, don’t hesitate to reach out! Enjoy the shows!
David Dairo-Singerr is entering his 4th year at UNB, double majoring in Film and Drama. His main role with
NB Acts is helping behind the scenes. David recently acted in TUNB’s show The Ends of the Earth by Morris
Panych, where he took the role of 5 unique characters!
Emily Darling is a UNB student pursuing a double major in Drama and Psychology. She has been involved
in many productions over the past few years through acting, stage managing, directing, and crew work for
Theatre UNB, NotaBle Acts, and Bard in the Barracks. Emily is beyond excited to be directing and acting in
the NotaBle Acts street shows this year, and she hopes that you enjoy all the amazing shows that NotaBle
Acts has to offer!

Jane Deil is a Theatre major entering the ﬁnal year of her degree. She has worked both on stage and
behind the scenes for several productions with TUNB as well as NotaBle Acts; some recent credits
include A Reunion of Lovers by Brandon Hicks, The Ends of the Earth by Morris Panych, and Love and
Information by Caryl Churchill. This is her ﬁrst time directing for NotaBle, and she is excited to be
working with a Brandon Hicks script again! She hopes you enjoy the show!
Len Falkenstein is co-founder and Artistic Director of NotaBle Acts Theatre Company. He is also Artistic
Director of Bard in the Barracks, Fredericton’s outdoor Shakespeare company, and Director of Drama at
the University of New Brunswick, where he teaches Theatre and Playwriting. Most recently he directed
Julius Caesar for Bard in the Barracks and Middletown for Theatre UNB.
Alex Fullerton is an artist from Fredericton and graduate from Memorial University of Newfoundland’s
Acting program. After obtaining his degree he found sanctuary in music and started compiling his debut
album Spite Me which he hopes to release soon. If you enjoy the shows and what artists do for the
community please consider donating to Food Banks and Homeless shelters, every little bit helps.
Brennan Garnett is thrilled to be a part of the NotaBle Acts Theatre Festival this summer. Some of his
previous credits include: A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Demetrius) Next to Normal (Henry) and The
Importance of Being Ernest (Jack Worthing). He would like to thank everyone involved for their
tremendous effort in putting on this festival each year.
Brenna Gauthier is from Riverview NB, but has been located in Fredericton since 2017. She is ecstatic
to be performing with NotaBle Acts for another year. Some of her previous credits include Tough!
(Theatre UNB), MAD about Van Horne and Gullywhump (NotaBle Acts Theatre Company), and Twelfth
Night (Hubcity Theatre).
Neomi Iancu Haliva (she/her, b. 1998) is an emerging artist and writer in Fredericton. She's acted in
productions with Theatre St. Thomas (I Love This City, 2018), Next Folding Theatre Company (Fred
Nebula, 2017), Falling Iguana Theatre Company (81 Minutes, NB Acts Main Stage 2021, 2022 tour), as
well as in few short ﬁlms with Rebel Femme Productions. She’s previously directed for NB Acts (I Saw
Nicholas Cage, 2020) as well as through St. Thomas University's Directing Seminar (A Canyon
Contained, 2021), and has been writing and performing poetry for almost a decade. A staged reading of
Concrete & Plaster, her site-speciﬁc play centering a Queer immigrant perspective on home and
belonging, was performed with an entirely Queer cast and creative team as part of last year’s festival (dir.
Madigan Donovan-Downs). She’s delighted to be directing a reading of Ryca McCullough’s endlessly
charming and relatable Journaling for this year’s festival.
Sydney Hallett (she/her) is a dance and theatre artist based in Fredericton. She is currently
choreographing for STU Musical Theatre and is a member of Solo Chicken Productions’ The Coop.
Having worked primarily as an actor and choreographer, she is excited to try her hand as director!
This is Scott Harris' eighth year participating in NotaBle Acts. Last seen in Bard in the Barracks’ Julius
Caesar, he will next be seen this August in Corenski Nowlan's Ice Age Coming.
Sana Hashmat is a writer based in New Brunswick working towards a degree in Biology. She has been
a part of the NotaBle Acts Playwriting Incubator in the past year and made her festival debut last year
with her script Ill-Advised Capital. She hopes to immerse herself more in all forms of writing and learn
more from local writers.

Born in a meteor crater, Matthew Heiti is a writer, dramaturg, director, performer and teacher, living in
North Ontario. He holds a BFA in Acting from Toronto Metropolitan University (Ryerson), and an MA in
Creative Writing from the University of New Brunswick. He is the winner of the Tarragon Theatre RBC
Emerging Playwrights Award, the KM Hunter Award for theatre, and has been shortlisted for the Carol
Bolt Award by the Playwrights Guild. His play, Black Dog: 4 vs. the wrld, is published by Playwrights
Canada Press. In 2022, his new play Ever Falling Flight was performed in English at the Sudbury Theatre
Centre and in French (as Aeroportée, translation by Miriam Cusson) with Le théâtre du nouvel-ontario. A
proud advocate for developing voices in neglected landscapes, for ﬁve years Matthew ran the
Playwrights’ Junction, a workshop for developing writers, at the Sudbury Theatre Centre, where he also
served as playwright-in-residence. As an associate with Pat the Dog Theatre Creation, he helped create
PlaySmelter, Northern Ontario’s ﬁrst workshop and reading festival of new plays. He has served as a
dramaturg on theatre works by dozens of emerging and experienced creators, including Mansel
Robinson, Miriam Cusson, Eric Rose, and Emil Sher. Since 2016, he has taught theatre and creative
writing at Laurentian University. He explores new work in strange places with Crestfallen
(www.crestfallentheatre.com). In his spare time, he is usually working.
Brandon Hicks is a writer and illustrator based out of Saint Stephen. He writes and draws for a few
publications, including locally with The Manatee, CBC and the EDIT. His short ﬁlms have played in
numerous international festivals, and he is the author/illustrator behind a number of books, including
That’s Not True, which he wrote with Shauna Chase and the Beezle, Buzzle and Barb series from
Humorist Books. This is not his ﬁrst play, and he hopes it’s not his last.
Makenzie Hinchey is going into her 5th and ﬁnal year of UNB as a Drama and Psychology major with a
minor in Media Arts and Cultures. Kenzie is designing tech for Murder Mondays for this year’s NotaBle
Acts one act show. She will also be assisting with tech for I Hope You Can See The Birds. Kenzie’s most
recent work was as an actor in The Ends of the Earth, but they are excited to be working on the other
side of the stage and hope you enjoy the show!
Anna Houston is a bilingual high school student at École Sainte-Anne with a passion for languages,
writing and literature. She has been acting with TNB and her school's theatre troupe since the eighth
grade. New to the playwriting scene, this is her ﬁrst script and her ﬁrst time being featured in the
NotaBle Acts festival.
Emmanuelle Jackson (they/he/she) is a second-year student at St Thomas University focusing her
studies on Sociology, English and Education. They are thrilled to be playing the part of Aerice. He has
been a dancer for 16 years and was on a competitive team while also teaching dance at Oromocto
Dance School. They've also run dance workshops for Pride Fredericton. Emmanuelle is a member of
the New Brunswick Black Artists Association (NBBAA) and in recent years, she was also involved in the
Lintuhtine Choir in Oromocto. She is honoured and excited to be a part of this readingThomas
Johansen lives and works in Fredericton. Fastidious government employee by day, on his downtime you
can usually ﬁnd him writing at Picaroons or walking his dog. New to acting with no formal training,
people (no one) are calling him the Aaron Paul of Fredericton.
Born and raised in Fredericton, Sandra Kell is a recent graduate from UNB’s Bachelor of Integrated
Studies program. While her professional background is in law enforcement, she has always loved live
theatre, and has been in many plays including Chamber Music, Anything Goes and Brigadoon. Script
writing has been a new adventure for Sandra, so she is grateful to her supportive husband and family for
encouraging her to step out of her comfort zone and apply to NotaBle Acts. She hopes that the
audience has as much fun watching #Momlife as she had while writing it.

Mallory Kelly is thrilled to be performing in the NotaBle Acts theatre festival this summer. Having lived
in Fredericton her whole life, she has enjoyed watching the theatre community grow and evolve and
has found many opportunities to involve herself in different ways. She hopes you enjoy the shows
tonight, and that can ﬁnd the time to make it to all of the other wonderful performances that are part of
this festival. Recent credits include: Urinetown, An Ocean Of Evergreens, and As You Like It.
Lara Lewis (she/her) is a mixed Mi'kmaw theatre artist from Kjipuktuk. Primarily an actor and
dramaturge, Lara has worked with organizations like Playwrights Atlantic Resource Centre, Theatre
New Brunswick, Eastern Front Theatre, Villains Theatre, Xara Choral Theatre, and Atlantic Repertory
Company. Lara is a graduate of the Fountain School of Performing Arts at Dalhousie University. She is
the inaugural Emerging Indigenous Artist in Residence at Festival Antigonish Summer Theatre, where
she is working on her ﬁrst full-length play.
Trent Logan (he/him) is a New Brunswick based theatre technician, designer, and manager. He has
ﬁlled several production roles for theatres across New Brunswick and into Nova Scotia and Ontario. He
currently works as the technical director and resident designer for the University of New Brunswick
(Fredericton). Trent is also the production manager/ technical director for Hyperloop Theatre. Together
with Artistic Director, Jean-Michel Cliche, they strive to create new performances exploring new
integration of technology with theatre with an emphasis on accessibility. Past credits include: Space Girl
(Hyperloop Theatre; Technical Director), The Ends of the Earth (UNB-Fredericton; Set & Lighting
Design), and Matilda, the Musical (Impulse Productions; Lighting Design).
John Macaulay is delighted to make his NotaBle Acts debut in Kaitlyn Adair’s I Hope You Can See The
Birds. He is a retired chemist living in Fredericton and dedicates this performance to the memory of his
mother, Althea Adair Warren Macaulay, who lectured from the same stage in Memorial Hall as a
Professor of Biology at UNB in the 1950’s. John wishes to thank Kaitlyn for the beautiful script, Alex for
their sensitive direction, and Julie, Dani, Circe, Devin and David for generously sharing their wonderful
talent, care and support. Thanks also to Len for the loan of a hat that led to a chat and an invitation.
Kaylee MacNeil is an actor, make up artist, and facilitator who loves drinking Dave Mathews and
getting caught in the rain. Originally from Cape Breton, Kaylee’s theatrical career started on the island
touching on everything from musical theatre to Shakespeare before uprooting herself in 2016 to attend
St. Thomas University where she studied Interdisciplinary Fine Arts and English with a concentration in
Drama. Since graduating, she has been working at Solo Chicken Productions on epic community
engaged arts projects and fun works of physical theatre. Kaylee ﬁrst got involved with NotaBle Acts
during their previous season and is very excited to be able to join them once again in creating some
outdoor live theatre magic!
Jake Martin is from Clifton Royal, NB. He is happy to be back to Notable Acts for the eighth time. His
short play, Someone Gets Shot, (which started here at NB Acts as a Street Theatre show in 2015) was
selected for the Samuel French Off Off Broadway Short Play Festival in 2019 and was recently
nominated for the Carol Tambor Best of Edinburgh Award. He is the former Artistic Director of Next
Folding Theatre, co-founder of Hot Garbage, a Second City Conservatory graduate and a member of
the Canadian Comedy Award winning sketch group The Sketchersons. Twitter- @BeardedJake
Ben A. McIntosh is a Theatre and Creative Writing student at UNB. Ben is trying to get involved in
more Fredericton theatre because everyone involved is just so interesting. Ben has written a few plays
in the past, most notably A Dinner Party of Two Dishes, which was included in the last Plain Site theatre
festival.

Jason McIntyre is a Fredericton based actor, writer, and comedian. You may recognize him from his years
of acting with Theatre St. Thomas or from one of his more recent projects, such as his work as Cassius in
Bard in the Barracks production of Julius Caesar. He is happy to be working with NB Acts once again and
hopes you enjoy this amazing season of new plays.
Jena McLean (she/they) is a playwright and dramaturg with roots in New Brunswick and Alberta. She is a
graduate of the National Theatre School of Canada’s playwriting program and holds a Bachelor’s Degree in
English and Drama studies from Mount Allison University. Jena was recently Theatre New Brunswick's
Artist-in-Residence, where they spent time developing their new play MFG (Magical Fat Girl). Other recent
work includes the collective creation Mythes Analogues, Until Tenth Grade (staged reading, dir. Dean
Fleming, Geordie Theatre, 2021), and Bonus Points if You Have Air Conditioning, which was directed by
Andrew Kushnir in 2021 as part of NTS's New Words Festival. Jena's play An Ocean of Evergreens was
directed by Yvette Nolan during Theatre New Brunswick's 2020 Fall Festival of New Plays and was later
submitted for the Susan Smith Blackburn Prize. As a dramaturg, their credits include Mara Teare's Sad Girls
Watch the Princess Bride, Vitta Morales' Four Aloof Sleuths, as well as the collective creations Mythes
Analogues and To Those Who Wait in Fear (dir. ahdri zhina mandiela, NTS, 2021.) Jena is driven to create
work that is rich with complex roles for queer folks and young women alike. Her plays explore life’s grey
areas, personalize the political, and aim to empower people to feel seen in theatre. She is a queer, fat
Sagittarius who has somehow managed to keep a ﬁddle leaf ﬁg alive for 6 months.
Natasha MacLellan has been working in new play development in Atlantic Canada for over ﬁfteen years.
Her love of new scripts was fostered through Playwrights Atlantic Resource Centre, where she mentored
with Jenny Munday. From there she started Forerunner Playwrights Theatre, which produced new works in
Halifax for a decade. She became the Artistic Producer of Ship’s Company Theatre in 2014, where she
premiered eight new scripts. At Theatre New Brunswick, she is currently the Artistic & Executive Director
and is invigorating their new play output.
Gray Miller is a 4th year Biology student and a new comer to Notable Acts! Previously performing in high
school, Gray stepped away from acting for the past few years to partake in another form of theatre, politics.
Excited to return to the world of acting, Gray will be joining us as Elder James in #MomLife and as Vincent
van Gogh in Out of Time.
Megan Murphy is an actor/artist/writer/dreamer from Fredericton, NB. They are going into their last year of
acting at The National Theatre School of Canada, in Montreal, QC. Recent credits include: Twelfth Night
(Danielle Irvine, NTS), and 365 Plays/Days by Suzan-Lori Parks (Alisa Palmer, NTS). This is her second
season with Notable Acts. Megan is thrilled to act in a Jena McLean play.
Al Newling is excited to be a part of her third year in the NotaBle Acts Theatre Festival. Al’s NotaBle credits
range across the Main Stage, Staged Reading and Taking it to the Streets categories. Their main stage
production Space Girl has been to numerous festivals, including the Toronto Fringe Festival, with Hyperloop
Theatre. Other than NotaBle, Al has worked with Branch Out Productions, Harmony Productions and FHS
Productions. In the fall, Al is excited to begin their major in ﬁlm at NSCAD University in Halifax, and hopes to
bring back everything she learns to Fredericton theatre in the future.
Sarah Osier (she/they) is a third year UNB student currently completing a double major in Drama and
Criminology. She is very excited to perform in her ﬁrst NotaBle Acts. Prior work includes Metamorphoses
with TUNB and The Naked Truth with Branch Out Productions.
Armin Panjwani is an undergraduate student at UNB pursuing a double major in Drama and Media. She
stage managed the Plain Site Festival 2022 (Theatre STU), 2021's production of Bard in the Barracks' The
Tempest and NotaBle Acts' main stage 81 Minutes as well as Life goes on. She also stage managed 2022's
production of Bard in the Barracks's As You Like It. Her acting credits include Moments in Time (Theatre
UNB), Space Girl (NotaBle Acts/Hyperloop Theatre Company), and The Ends Of The Earth (Theatre UNB).
She's excited to be back with NotaBle and stage manage a genuine script that's very close to her heart!

Alex Pannier is a theatre artist in Fredericton who in previous years has served as both crew and as an
actor for Bard in the Barracks and NotaBle Acts. In 2018, his one-act play Casualties was produced at the
NB Acts Theatre Festival, where he had the opportunity to build and design the set and tech for the
production. His recent credits include acting as technical director for Next Folding Theatre Company's
production of Snakes Are Cool by Jake Martin (2022), and playing Orlando in Shakespeare’s As You Like
It with Bard in the Barracks (2022).
Sony Phung (she/her) is a recent St. Thomas University graduate with Honours in Psychology. She loves
dabbling in different art forms. Her ﬁrst acting experience in Canada was during NotaBle Acts 2020, in I
Saw Nicholas Cage and Everything Is Here. This year, she is excited to take part in Journaling, directed by
Neomi Iancu Haliva. In her free time, she enjoys dancing, singing, drawing, and writing fanﬁction.
Julianne Richard (she/her) is thrilled to be returning for her sixth season with NB Acts. Born and raised in
Fredericton, she has recently taken a break from being onstage in order to shift her focus to writing,
directing, producing, teaching, choreographing, and occasionally chilling out. She has a particular fondness
for writing plays about shipwrecks and dinosaurs, and directing plays about chickens. Some recent credits
include directing The Romeo Initiative (TUNB) and Life Goes On (NB Acts), performing in Tough! (TUNB)
and The Tempest (Bard in the Barracks), and choreographing for the TNB Theatre School. She hopes you
enjoy the festival and everything it offers to the local artistic community.
Alex Rioux is an emerging non-binary theatre artist based in Fredericton, New Brunswick. A graduate of
St. Thomas University, their work centres on creating and promoting LGBTQIA2+ centred stories. In their
debut piece Fruit Machine, they used physical theatre to explore the questionable practices of the RCMP
that targeted LGBT+ members of the armed forces. Fruit Machine premiered at the 2019 NotaBle Acts
Theatre Festival and was named some of the 'Best Theatre of 2019' in Grid City Magazine. In 2021, Alex
was the assistant director for Theatre New Brunswick’s Miss Bennett: Christmas at Pemberley where they
were mentored by director Ryan G. Hinds. Alex is thrilled to take the skills they learned to bring I Hope You
See The Birds to life. Thank you and enjoy the show.
Devin Rockwell (they/them) is a multidisciplinary theatre artist based in Fredericton, working as playwright,
musician, and more recently, actor. Select composition credits include Space Girl (Hyperloop), The
Tempest (Bard in the Barracks), and Middletown (TUNB). Recent playwriting credits include Everything is
Here (NB Acts), Where The Sea Turns White (Herbert the Cow Productions). Their current work, The
Dawning Colours, is a magical realist epic set between the Tantramar Marshes, Acadiana (Louisiana), and
Una’maki (Cape Breton) to be performed as a live reading on August 13 (Live Bait Theatre). Their upcoming
album, As the Credits Leave the Sky, is set to be released Fall 2022. They have welcomed the opportunity
to rekindle their love of acting and to work with a fabulously talented team of creatives to bring a powerful
story to life.
Erin Russell is a writer and artist from Edmonton, Alberta who is completing her undergrad at UNB in
Classics and Creative Writing. Also an alumni of The New Brunswick College of Craft & Design, she is in
love with all things crafty and creative. Erin’s past acting credits include TUNB’s Duels and
Duets and Middletown but she loves working behind the scenes doing stage tech as well. Inﬂuentia is her
ﬁrst playwriting project to be performed and she is so grateful to all of the talented people who have helped
bring it to life.
Adrian Saliendra (he/him) is going into his fourth year of Arts at UNB. This will be Adrian’s ﬁrst time being
a part of NotaBle acts and he is super excited to act again! His recent acting credits include TomorrowLove
(Eight Legs two Hearts, I Wrote you this Letter), and The Ends of the Earth, both produced by TUNB.
When Adrian isn't learning his lines, he likes playing certiﬁed bangers in his car, and mains Steve & Young
Link in Smash Ultimate.
Gillian Salmon (she/her) is a writer, improviser, actor and stand up comedian based in Fredericton. She
has been studying with Second City since 2020 and is currently nearing the end of their Conservatory
program. Mainly focusing on sketch comedy, she loves to try experimenting with different perspectives and
surreal situations as a commentary on reality. She likes to travel when she can and read when she can’t.

Madeline Savoie (she/her) is a queer bilingual playwright, actor, director, and musician. Over the past
years, her writing has been featured in both the NotaBle Acts and Plain Site Theatre Festivals (Limbo,
Grafﬁti, Out of Water). She is a member of the Calithumpians and has acted with Theatre New Brunswick
(Beauty and the Beast, The Wizard of Oz), Impulse Productions (Matilda), and Theatre St. Thomas
(Samantics, Knock). During the school year, Madeline resides in Montréal, where she is chipping away at
a BFA with a Specialization in Performance Creation at Concordia University. Out of Time is her directorial
debut.
Esther Soucoup is a Fredericton theatre artist and graduate from St. Thomas University. Their latest
projects include directing It Happened At a Party and The Kelpie, a staged reading for NotaBle Acts.
They are pursuing a degree in teaching this fall at the University of New Brunswick. Theatre has always
been a passion of theirs and nothing makes them happier than sharing that passion with others! Enjoy
the show!
Hailey Trifts, aged 9, is heading into grade 4 French Immersion. She ﬁrst began acting in Theatre New
Brunswick’s Playtime Theatre program at the age of 5 and has now moved on to their Junior Musical
Theatre program. She has been doing ballet with Artemis Dance studio since she was 3 and jazz since
she was 7. She recorded an episode of the podcast Fortune of Wolves in the summer of 2022.
Mary Walker (she/her) is an emerging theatre artist and graphic designer returning to NotaBle Acts for
her fourth season. Over the past few years she has truly found a home for herself with Street Theatre,
having worked on the ten-minutes as an actor, director, crew member/technical designer, and now a
playwright.
Nicole Zacharuk is a 3rd year student at St. Thomas University. She has been doing theatre since high
school and is very excited to be performing at the NoteBle Acts Theatre Festival for the 3rd summer in a
row!

